BLUEBERRY RIDGE TRAIL
Department of Natural Resources Forest Division

Groomed regularly

CROSSROADS:
1.5 Miles
2.5 Kilometers
Level Terrain
Difficulty - Easy

CROSSROADS & HUSKY:
3.0 Miles
4.9 Kilometers
Level to Slightly Hilly
Difficulty - Intermediate

WOLVERINE:
2.7 Miles
4.4 Kilometers
Level to Slightly Hilly
Difficulty - Intermediate

SUPERIOR:
2.9 Miles
4.8 Kilometers
Rolling to Hilly
Difficulty - Advanced

SPARTAN:
1.6 Miles
2.6 Kilometers
Rolling to Hilly
Difficulty - Advanced

WILDCAT:
1.7 Miles
2.7 Kilometers
Rolling to Hilly
Difficulty - Advanced

LIGHTED LOOP:
1.7 Miles
2.7 Kilometers
Level to Gently Rolling
Difficulty - Easy

NOTE: Diagonal skiing only on Crossroads, Husky, and Spartan
Diagonal and skating allowed on Wolverine, Superior, and Wildcat

Pay Pipe at Trailhead.
For trail information call 906-346-9201.
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Regular grooming made possible by your patronage at the pay pipe.
—Thank you.

MOTORIZED USE PROHIBITED
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